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BACK ISSUES:
At present, back issues of TORCH BEARER are still available to
Volume 1, Issue 1 (March 1984) though there are now very few
complete sets of Volume 1. When these run out, they will not be
reprinted. It is Society policy to ensure that new members will
be able to purchase back issues for a four year period, but no
longer than this.
Back issues cost £1.00 each, or £4.00 for a year's issues, inc.
postage by surface mail. If ordering single copies, or a single
year's issues please indicate which volume you require.
Cheques should be made payable to the SOCIETY OF OLYMPIC
COLLECTORS and should be sent with the order to John Miller at
the above address.
If you wish to receive back issues by airmail, please add
50 pence per issue. (£2.00 per volume)
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Heiko Volk
Olympia-Philatelie
Postlach 3447 • Erbacher Str. 49 D-6120 Micheltaclt • West-Germany
Tel. 06061-4699

ISSUING PRICE-LISTS WITH SPECIAL
AUCTION PART
WE ARE THE TOP-

SPECIALISTS
ALL OVER THE WORLD IN

OLYMPICS
STAMPS-BLOCS-SHEETS
FIRST-DAY-COVERS
POSTMARKS
POSTAL-STATIONARIES
AUTOGRAPHS
PICTURE-CARDS
✓ IEW-AND PHOTOCARDS

B OOKS AND PROGRAMMES
✓ IGNETTES
PHOTOS
OLYMPIC-STICKERS
I N OUR STOCK WE HAVE MORE THAN 25.000 DIFFERENT ITEMS FROM THE

'OLYMPICS 1896 ATHENES UP TO 1988 SEOUL/S.KOREA
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FRONT PAGE
Unfortunately, the timing of the Summer Games in Seoul and the
printing schedule for TORCH BEARER is such, that it is impossible
to include a comprehensive report in this issue of the magazine.
It seems strange that words written before the event will not be
read until after it is over, but that is the lot of every editor
of a quarterly magazine.
The first international exhibition of 1988, FINLANDIA is over.
Our Finnish member, Ossi Virtanen, arranged a meeting for members
of SOC and IMOS, but apart from a Finnish collector, who spoke
neither English nor German, and belonged to a Finnish Sports
group, no-one turned up. All was not lost however, for Ossi,
Leon (my husband) and I spent a couple of happy hours together,
drinking coffee and comparing notes.
From October to Christmas, the exhibition at the National Postal
Museum near St Pauls Cathedral, is devoted to Olympic philately.
Apart from displays ay the Society's members and the British
Olympic Association Museum, material from the NPM's own archives
will be on display, much of it seen for the first time in public.
If you are in London, do make a point of visiting the exhibition.
The museum is open from Monday to Friday from 10.00am until
4.00pm. Unfortunately, it is closed on Saturdays.
The next Annual General Meeting of the Society will take place
on Sunday 5 March at 2.00pm. Full details in the next issue of
TORCH BEARER. However, if you have any items for the Agenda,
please let our Secretary, Ken Hallam, know by 1 January 1989,
so that they can be circulated with the February magazine.
Once again, we have managed to avoid an increase in the subscribtion for 1989. PLEASE, help to cut down on costs by paying your
1989 subscription by 31 January. Reminder letters cost money and
are time-consuming.
To all of you, wherever you are, the Committee joins me in wishing
you the Season's Greetings, a Merry Christmas, and a Happy, Healthy
and Prosperous New Year.
******************************************************************
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MEMBER'S FORUM
Congratulations to Dieter Germann on winning a Large Vermeil
at Finlandia and to Jim Bowman for winning a Small Vermeil medal
at the same exhibition. Jim is also to be congratulated for
winning a gold medal at Cencopex
A A **********
'**************
Colin Faers, our Treasurer has sent a photocopy of a different
Ilasselhorst cachet that he has recently purchased. It is on one
section of a reply postcard, sent by a cancel collector and
asking for the cancellation used by the Olympic Motor Service.
Does any member have any further information about this new
cachet?
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Member R.A.Huurman, Gooiergracht 145, 1251 VE Laren NH, Holland,
is looking to buy or exchange the following items for his collection: 1948 St.Moritz, Communique de Presse Officiel. 1956
Stockholm, News from the Equestrian Games of the XVI Olympiad,
Stockholm 1956. 1960 Squaw Valley. Newsletter of the Organising
Committee VII Olympic Games, Vol.2 No. 2 (April 1959 and No. 4.
1968 Genoble. Bulletin Officiel de Comite d'Organisation des
Xes Jeux Olympiques No. 1 (1964) and Nos 6 and 8 (1967-8).
1968 Mexico. Olympic Newsletter No 44. Photorevue Nos 2 and 44.
1984 Los Angeles, Communique Issue 2 March 1983. 1984 Sarajevo,
Olimpijski Informator, Nos 1-9, 24-26.
I.O.C. Bulletins. 1894-95. Bulletin du Comite International des
Jeux Olympiques. Paris, 1st year, No 1, July 1894, and No 2,
October 1894. 2nd year, No 3, January 1895 and No 4, April 1895.
1901-14. Revue Olympique. Paris, 1901-5, each year four issues,
January, April, July, October. 1910, 1912 and 1914, 12 issues
each year. 1915. Bulletin du Comite International Olympique.
Volumes 1 and 2.
****************************************************************

Italian member, Uberto Stefanutti, was presented with
this very handsome belt
buckle in 1985 from the Chairman of the Calgary Olympic
Organising Committee. The
central disc is gold coloured,
and the rest of the buckle is
silver.
*****************************************************************

Only very few of our members exhibited in Prague. probably because
of the difficulty in getting exhibits from Czechoslovakia to Korea
in time for the start of Olymphilex '88. Congratulations to Michael
Tsironis for a Large Vermeil in the Postal History Class, to Morris
Rosen for a Large Silver in the Thematic Class, and to Jaroslav
Petrasek, who exhibited Hors Concours. 1988 saw the introduction
of a new marking system in all FIP international exhibitions,and
this has caused some unhappiness amongst the exhibitors, especially
those who have been downgraded. It is true to say that those who
retained medal standards after 1987 were lucky.
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NEWS
Dawn Fraser, the Australian Olympic swimmer. won a seat in the

New South Wales parliament as an independent, after the last
election in March 1988. Dawn is the new representative for Balmain, where she grew up. She won the seat with a swing of 207
to take it from Labour. After she had won, Dawn said that she
wanted to take care of Balmain the way that Balmain had always
cared for her and her family. She celebrated by swimming 20
lengths of the local pool. Dawn said of her maiden speech in
parliament. It was like standing on the blocks before a 100m
sprint, but the difference is that in swimming, I had the expperience". If Dawn uses as much energy as she did in swimming,
she will be a great politician.
***************************************************************
The world's sports governing bodies were urged to adopt stricter
drug penalties by the 1,0.C., which brought together leaders
of the international summer sports federations in Lausanne for
a one day meeting with its executive board to go over the preparations for Seoul. Following up a theme that was repeated
loudly during the winter Games in Calgary, the IOC President
and other board members stressed the need for strong, consistent
rules against drug abuse.
****************************************************************
The USA Olympic Committee named Atlanta as the US nominee to
host the 1996 Olympic Summer Games. Atlanta must next submit
its bid to the International Olympic Committee, which will award
the 1996 Games in September 1990.
****************************************************************
The 1988 New Zealand Health Issue,
comprising four stamps, was released on 27 July. This year, the
stamps will also bear the official
New Zealand Olympic Emblem, consisting of the Olympic rings and
the New Zealand fern. The Olympic
sports depicted on the stamps are athletics, canoeing, equestrian events and swimming. Each stamp: will, as usual bear a
surcharge of three cents. Revenue from the surcharge helps to
support seven health camps around the country.
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Recreation, including a variety of sporting activities, is an
important part of the health camps' therapeutic regime. A miniature sheet was also produced in association with this issue.
****************************************************************
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Illustrated above are the bus tickets used in Barcelona mentioned
in a previous issue of TORCH BEARER.
****************************************************************
Taekwondo, a martial art that places emphasis on kicking, has
been officially recognised as an Olympic sport. Although the
sport is practiced in over one hundred countries, only twenty
six nations will be competing in Seoul.
****************************************************************
Britain was one of the few countries to break a South Korean
stranglehold on business rising out of the Olympic Games. Where
Koreans lacked expertise, they had to seek help, and British
firms were quick to seize the opportunity. Dynamic Technology
installed studios and cutting rooms and outside broadcast facilities to cover all the events in'Seoul, Atlas Advertising Inter-
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national were the official map makers for the Games, the eques.
trian layout at Wondang Ranch, north of Seoul has been designed
by Hugh Thomas and Laserpoint of Cambridge staged the laser
show at the closing ceremony. British companies have also supplied furnishings to many of the new luxury hotels that have
sprung up because of the Games.
****************************************************************
Malcolm Huntington, the Yorkshire tennis umpire, who officiated
at the Women's Finals at this year's Wimbledon Championships,
has been one of six British umpires selected to take part in
the tennis matches in Seoul.
***************************************************************

At the international stamp exhibition, FINLANDIA '88,held in
Helsinki in early June, there were only seven Olympic or
Olympic sports exhibits on display. However, there was an extremely interesting non-philatelic exhibition about Finnish
participation at the Olympic Games, with many artifacts and
photographs supplied by the Finnish Olympic Committee. Among
the artifacts on display were the skates used by Charles Thunberg, one of the earliest Winter Olympians.
****************************************************************
There should be no exploding flowerpots at the Summer Games,
and the yachtsmen may rest assured that their vessels are unlikely
to run into any mines. After seven years of secret planning and
training, the organisers of the Seoul Olympics have unveiled
en awesome security apparatus involving 300,000 people that they
say will provide the strongest defence against terrorism in
Olympic history. Their activities, shown in a video briefing,
range from aerial surveillance of the coastal waters to probing
flower pots for concealed explosives. All mail addressed to the
athletes will be electronically scanned before being forwarded,
and homes around likely terrorist targets are being checked for
infiltrators. Frogmen have been assigned to protect the yachting
centre at the southern port of Pusan. There have been recent
reports that the Japanese Red Army is planning assassinations of
President Roh and other South Korean leaders during the Games.
In the unlikely event that terrorists break through the highly
trained team under retired infantry general Yook Whan Sik, an
elite force, known only as "Unit.868", will be called into action.
****************************************************************
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Many postcards are now appearing in Barcelona which make mention
of the 1992 Games, and which show the Olympic rings. If any
members are visiting Barcelona for their summer holidays (or
otherwise) please think of your Editor and send home some cards!

****************************************************************

At the end of June 1988, sixty young athletes from the Nordic
countries met at the Nansen School in Lillehammer to take part
in the first seminar of the Norwegian Olympic Academy. The Academy was established by the Norwegian Olympic Committee to be a
forum where important questions of international sport can be
discussed. The Academy was opened on the same day as the Olympic
Day Run was organised in the streets of Lillehammer, and the
President of the International Olympic Committee was present at
the events. Two of the subjects under discussion at this year's
seminar were the Peace Cause and Sports and Doping.
****************************************************************
Earlier this year The Princess Royal, President of the British
Olympic Association, presented Olympic pins to former British
Olympic medallists. The oldest British Olympian to receive a
pin at the ceremony held at Buckingham Palace was ninety one
years old Kitty Godfree, who took the gold medal in the doubles
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tennis, a bronze in the singles and a silver in the mixed doubles
erp in 1920. Four years later in Paris, she added a silver
it
medal in the doubles.All the Olympiads since 1920 were represented, among those for 1980 was the cox of the silver medal
rowing eight, better known as the present Minister for Sport,
Colin Moynihan MP.
****************************************************************
Greece is super-confident of winning the nomination to host the
1996 Golden Olympics in Athens, in spite of the whispering camppaign from its rivals, warning of the dangers of pollution,
terrorism and lack of facilities. Work has started in the ancient city on an eight year, $3 billion plus project to construct
new sports stadia, transport systems and an Olympic Village.
Athens has impeccable historical claims to stage the centenary
Games, which were first held in an old marble stadium near the
Temple of Zeus in the heart of Athens. The Greek Cultural Minister,
the former film star, Melina Mercouri, has been travelling around
the world since early 1987 to drum up support. The Greeks unveiled their blueprint for the 100th Games at the World Student
Games in Jugoslavia in July 1987 with the slogan, "Return to the
Source." However, all is not peace and light, even within the
Greek ranks. Construction was due to begin on eight indoor sports
halls several months ago, but so far, little work has been done.
The Mayor of Athens, Miltiades Evert, has warned that unless
major work on the crucial transport system, said to be the most
traffic choked and polluted in Europe, was accelerated, Athens
would fail in its bid to host the 1996 Games. Mme Mercouri also
concedes that there are problems, but is confident that they
can be overcome.
****************************************************************
For those with a gambling streak, the odds, according to the
bookmakers, are on Athens to win the nomination to host the 1996
Games. Second is Toronto, followed by Brisbane (if they win the
Australian nomination) Atlanta and Manchester.Belgrade and
North Rhineland/Westphalia are considered to be also-rans.
It will be interesting to see how correct the bookies were in
their predictions after the actual voting has taken place.
Punters are warned that the other cities are really only worth
backing should Athens decide to pull out.
****************************************************************
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NEWS FROM SEOUL
The two stamps released by Korea for the 1988 Summer Games on
6 May show the Olympic stadium and a torch runner. The motif of
the runner is the same as that released on the same day by
Greece, the first time that the two nations have issued a combined stamp design. As for previous issues, the stamps were also
released as miniature sheets, two stamps of the same design in
each sheet. They were designed by Lee Hea-ock and printed on
unwatermarked paper by the Korea Security Printing and Mining
Corporation.
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The . most recent Korean Stamps Bulletin, released by the Korean
Philatelic Center, CPO Box 5122, Seoul 100-651, Korea, is almost
entirely devoted to Korean Olympic issues and the special albums
that have been issued to house them. For further information
and prices of their special offers, write to the Centre at the
above address.
**;,;:*********************************************************
Illustrated are three meter cancellations which have been in use
in Korea that have an Olympic theme. The first has been discussed
in TORCH BEARER Volume 4, Issue 2, page 91, and belongs to the
Seoul Olympic Organising Committee. Does anyone know anything
about the meter cancellations used by the Pohang Iron and Steel
Co.Ltd. (what is their connection, if any, with the 1988 Games)
and IBM.
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****************************************************************

Hilton was one of the official sponsors of the USA Olympic team,
and announced this on their slogan meter cancellation. Inscription
in the oblong tablet reads Hilton/official/sponsor/of the/ 1988 US/
Olympic/team.
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One of our Greek members, P.J. Drossos writes that a special
commemorative postmark was used to mark the lighting of the
Olympic Torch in Olympia on 23 August 1988. Another was used
at Patras when the flame arrived there later the same day. A
special postmark was used in Corinth on 24 August. On arrival
at Eleusis, the torch was transferred to the replica of the
ancient Trireme and brought to Phaliron, near Athens, by sea,
where it stayed at the Acropolisfor the night, before being
transferred to the South Korean aircraft on 25 August. A commemorative postmark was also used in Athens on 25 August. In each
case, the cancellation was used for one day only.
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Olympic Memorabilia Wanted!
WILL BUY OR EXCHANGE FOR:
PARTICIPATION
MEDALS
ENTRANCE
TICKETS

OFFICIAL
BADGES

OFFICIAL
REPORTS

DAILY
PROGRAMS

OFFICIAL
TORCHES

WRITE, PHONE OR VISIT

Don Bigshy
177 W. O'KARA DR.
SCHENECTADY NY 12303
USA
518 -355-9445
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NEWS FROM CALGARY
Shlomo Vurgan sent information about issues from Paraguay that
were on sale through a Calgary stamp dealer. Three stamps and
three miniature sheets were on sale with a winter theme. The
American figure skater, Peggy Fleming (gold medal Grenoble 1968)
was the.subject of one sheet, Ingmar Stenmark, Max Julen and
Markus Wasmeier were the subjects on the second and Pirmin
Zurbriggen was the subject on the third. All three miniature
sheets were released in 1986 and 1987,
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The size of the sheets does not allow the space to illustrate
them all.
****************************************************************
Also from Shlomo comes news about three maximum cards issued by
Liechtenstein on 7 December in conjunction with their stamp
release for the Calgary Games. The titles of the stamps are:
"Arduous Cross Country Skiing (25 Rappen), Daring Pioneer Skiers
(90 Rappen) and When Our Grandfathers Took to Bobsledding (1.20
Francs). The stamps were designed by Professor Paul Flora of
Innsbruck and engraved by Wolfgang Seidel, Barnbach. Combined
photogravure and recess printing by the Austrian Government
Printing Office, Vienna.
The first day cancellation, showing a stylised snowflake, for
all the stamps was used in Vaduz on 7 December 1987.
****************************************************************
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Rishon-Le Zion 75 216
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Following the article by Bob Farley and John van Staden, CANADA
POST CALGARY CANCELS, in the May issue of TORCH BEARER, Shlomo
Vurgan sent some covers that he had received. Above is illustrated Cancel number 6, Figure skating. The cover, sent on 14
February has date slug in style B, while that illustrated below,
sent on 27 February, has the date in style A.
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Calgary 1988
Olympic Winter Games ASSEGEr

•
•
•

•

Calgary 1988

Jeux Olympiques d'hiver
Feb.13 - 28, 1988

E.

SIILOMO VURGAN
JENNY
13, OUBNOV ST
RISHON-LE ZION 75 216
ISRAEL

Calgary, Alberta, Canada
• en..1 awt 0

The third cover, posted on 28 February, just one day later, has
style E date slug. Three styles in just two weeks! Incidentally,
the combination cover illustrated overleaf was serviced at
Station M on Saturday 27 February and was registered. Bob Farley
and John van Staden state that no registered covers were available at that station. (Could the registration mark stem from
the first mailing of the cover on 3 April 1987? Editor)
********************************************AAA***************

Two countries have so far honoured their winning athletes from
Calgary. On 6 April, Finland issued a single stamp to commemorate Matti Nykaenen's win in the 90 metres ski jump, the second
time that he has won Olympic Gold for this event. The first day
covers were cancelled in his home town.
Russia reissued their Calgary miniature sheet on 12 May, suitably overprinted to honour the Soviet success in the Olympic
ice hockey championships. The overprint, in red, appears below
the stamp design and above the illustration of the Olympic
Saddledome.
Both covers are illustrated overleaf.
****************************************************************
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ENGRAVINGS
FRANCE and COLONIES PROOFS and ESSAYS
STOP!
I3efore commencing with the follouing, ph•use consider one aspect we believe no other authority
IC1S been able to off r until now. Many dealers, collectors and exhibitors have written articles,
pamphlets and advertised user ions formats of the French engravings. Although some of the prints
- Opel 3(1 11.ARS of soles dam lot reference and assistance", in
ore etttoloqtreci, vie
developing your collection a nd investment.
Various photos and information available upon request or purchase

Times change and so has the auailibility and printing of certain engravings as well as their
long term potential. Please write or call today if you would like to receive comprehensive

information, photos and realizations for your consideration(s).

Modern Engravings in New Issue Available in
Invert., Deluxe Sheet, Collective Sheet and Die Proof Only
Please check the appropriate varieties of interest:

-

-

Artist Drawings
Trial Colors
-

Printer's Color Die Proofs

-

Plate Proofs

Die Proofs
w/o seal
1956(9) 1964
-

1964 to date

-

Stage Proofs

-

Sepia Inspection Sheets

-

Imperfs

-

Deluxe Sheets

-

Collective Sheets

Other
Name
Address

Night

Telephone: Day

VARIETIES
An ••ay choice?
NEW ISSUES And/or APPROVALS
Colloctors of the unusual, or Invite you to routs* our ItrtIncs and/or
approvals for Issues printed and roloasod under controlled Nutt'. DescrIptiv* Information and photos are yours for the viewing for such ran
lotles as BANKNOTES, ERRORS, ESSAYS, PRESENTATION SHEETS,
PROOFS etc.
Your choke here spans over 60 years of stock as well as future purchases. Please write for our periodic listings. Our Individual service coupled with seasonable prices will result In an
Investment opportunity with a proven record of appreciation.

BPS E. JOSEPH McCONNELL, Inc.
A P.O. Box 8668, Coral Springs, FL, 33075
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Olympics
❑ a. Grenoble-Mexico
❑ b. Sapporo-Munich
❑ c. Innsbruck-Montreal
❑ d. Lake Placid-Moscow
❑ e. Sarajevo Los Angeles
❑ Sports
❑ a. Basketball
❑ b. Boxing
❑ c. Judo
❑ d. Skiing
❑ e. Soccer
❑ f. Swimming
❑ g. Tennis
❑ h. Track & Field
❑ i. Wrestling

CALGARY UPDATE
Bob Farley.
The following postcards have now been received, and this list
acts as the first supplement to that published on Page 115 of
Volume 5 of TORCH BEARER.
PUBLISHER

NUMBER

TEXT

PRINTED IN

Singapore
Calgary Winter Fun.
(Shows Hidy and Howdy
Size 104x149
Canada
7550 NAKISKA AT MOUNT ALLAN
Canadian Souvenir
North America's newest
Sales
Olympic facility, is
located in the province
of Alberta, Canada.
Situated in the heart of
the Rocky Mountains in
Kananaskis Country. etc.
Size 104x149
??
XV OLYMPIC WINTER GAMES
88514
High Country
The five Venue sites,
(clockwise) Canada Olympic
Park, Nakiskam Olympic Oval,
Saddledrome and the Canmore
Nordic Centre.

Canadian Souvenir 07-553
Sales

CANCELLATIONS.
Covers from the National Philatelic Centre, Antigonish, have
now been received and it appears that the cancellation style
(E) has been used for all nineteen event cancels.
On close inspection, while trying to differentiate these cancellations from those applied at Nakiska, it was noticed that
dies appear to exist in two types:
1. Solid black background.
2. Background (and all imprint) composed of a
series of dots.
This led to inspection of all other examples of the cancellation
and the same differences occur between the postal stations in
Calgary.
REGISTRATIONS.
The following tables show the,usage of registered mail during
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the period of the Winter Olympic Games, for all posl_alstations
at which event cancellations (and registration facilities) were
available.
The information has been supplied by the postal managers of the
respective stations, and to whom thanks are due. The postal
strike has, unfortunately, delayed responses from Nakiska and
Station M, and information on Nakiska and Station M, as well
as that from Calgary Olympic Village, must be treated as
provisional.

REPORT FROM PRAGUE
of the many charms of philately is that it transcends language barriers. During PRAGA '88 in August/September, our Czech
sister society OLYMPSPORT, held their annual general meeting,
to which I was invited by our Czech member and Secretary of
their society, Jaroslav Petrasek. Although unable to speak
Czech, I had an able translator in another S.O.C. member,
Roman Babut of Poland. After the formalities of the meeting
were over, I was able to say a few words, and to bring the
greetings of our society. It is interesting that many of the
problems encountered by the Committee of Olympsport are the
same as those we meet in Great Britain; bad cancellations by
the national postal authorities, lack of information, and
particularly the lack of recent Korean stamps in our respective
countries.

One

This became apparent to me shortly before leaving for Prague.
Our Librarian phoned me to ask whether I had any Korean stamps,
since he wanted to prepare cards for cancellation during the
Olympic Games, and had been unable to find a Korean agent in
London. Our Czech friends solved a similar problem a different
way! They sent cards addressed to a relative, poste restante
their own name and address for the
at the desired site, and
return of the card. At the time of writing, it is too soon to
know whether the cards will receive an Olympic cancellation.
I prepared a card for myself while in Prague, and I will illus-
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trate the result, if, and when it is returned to me.
One of the major items under discussion was the new international rules relating to thematic exhibiting. I would very much
have liked to join in this discussion, but on this occasion the
language barrier proved insurmountable. I believe that it true
to say that most British members of our society are really not
interested in exhibiting their collections, either nationally
or internationally. This is not the case in Czechoslovakia,
where Olympsport members are well aware of the rules that need
to be followed, even if they do not always agree with them.
There were relatively few Olympic exhibits on display in the
sporting and Olympic field at PRAGA '88, probably because most
of the collections which one sees regularly at international
exhibitions were already on their way to Seoul for Olymphilex.
The new marking system for international exhibitions came into
operation at FINLANDIA '88 in Helsinki earlier in the year.
PRAGA was the second occasion that the marking system was used,
and, as expected, created some anomalies. Quite a few exhibitors
were upset that they had been downgraded by one, or even two,
medals, and the feeling seems to be that those who managed to
maintain their standard from 1987 or earlier, were lucky to
do so.
There were no stamp dealers at the exhibition, though there was
a bourse in one of the nearby halls. It made a change to see
the visitors to the exhibition studying the exhibits intently.
At western exhibitions, the dealers are the magnet, and often
the collections on display are scarcely glanced at. This is not
to say that there was a shortage of visitors to the exhibition.
Far from it. On certain days the queues to get into the hall
stretched for quite a distance, and a wait of up to two hours
was not uncommon.
PRAGA was the last full international of 1988. OLYMPHILEX '88
followed scarcely three weeks later. If any of our members were
lucky enough to go to Seoul, please share your experience with
other S.O.C. members and send me a full report of their trip.
***************************************************************
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MORE ON THE XXIII GAMES
Walt Baranger
I received a most pleasant surprise following the publication
of my article "Philately and the Games of the XXIII Olympiad"
in the February issue of the American Philatelist. (Also printed
in TORCH BEARER, August 1988).

Several APS members contacted me with questions, suggestions,
information and (most astonishing) offers of free covers - a
delightful deluge that has led me to further study of the Los
Angeles Summer Games. A reader from Los Angeles correctly pointed
out that the U.S. Postal Service had a wide array of special
markings and postal meters during the Olympics. These have been
catalogued by the Federation Internationale de Philatelie Olympique (Lausanne, Switzerland). There are also three additions
to the list of meter slugs used by the Los Angeles Olympic Organising Committee: BUY OLYMPIC COINS, OLYMPIC/PATRON/PROGRAM and
OLYMPIC/SPIRIT TEAM. I believe that all three were used for
special mailings, although there are no official records to support this. The Final Report of the LAOOC, issued in 1985, is
disappointingly vague in its treatment of the mailroom operations
and so I have relied on my own observations and those of fellow
LAOOC alumni to sort things out.
These meter slugs were probably designed for three specific
groups; the Coin Group,Olympic Patrons programme and the Olympic
Spucit Team. The Patron and Spirit Team groups worked within the
LAOOC, but were not directly connected with the logistics of
staging the Games. The so-called Coin Group, consisting of the
LAOOC, the Franklin Mint and two marketing agents, was formed
to handle the sales of a proposed US Olympic coin programme.
Congress balked at a private undertaking, however, and the LAOOC
deal fell through in favour of a US Mint programme. It is possible the slug was created for the Coin Group and retained for
use on later LAOOC mass mailings„ but the evidence of its
creation and intended use is unclear. Can any readers supply any
information about this enigmatic.slug? What sort of mail was it
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used on? What is the earliest date of use?
Collectors should also pay attention to the Spirit Team covers,
since membership in the group included former Olympians. A few
Spirit Team covers and an Olympic record book may wield some
hidden gems. There may also be some confusion between the LAOOC
and a successor group called LAOC, In late 1984, the Los Angeles
Olympic Organising Committee spun off a club for former staff
and volunteers, the Olympic Alumni Organisation (OAO). The short
lived group, however, was not popular as planned, and was merged
into the organisation charged with spending some of the LAOOC's
huge budget surplus. The resulting grouping was called the LAOC
(possibly for Los Angeles Olympic Charities) and it sponsored
a reunion of Olympic staff in 1985. All former LAOOC staff were
considered charter members of LAOC. OAO, LAOC and LAOOC each
generated mail in 1985, causing some alphabet-soup confusion
among collectors!
I also received comments from those who attended the 1984 Summer
Games. An APS member in San Diego wondered if it was possible
to calculate the number of covers cancelled at the temporary
post offices. Alas, no. Sales figures can't be used as a base,
since many people franked their own covers at home before attending the events. In addition, the busy clerks did not tally
their cancellations. For a nicely detailed first-hand look at
the public's experience with the USPS at the 1984 Summer Games,
refer to the November/December 1984 issue of the Journal of
Sports Philately. Author Sherwin Podolsky tells of long lines
and seemingly arbitary rulings by clerks - all part of the hunt
for rare Olympic markings. My experiences were generally the
opposite, but picking the right venue at the right time often
resulted in avoiding long lines (a helpful hint for those going
to Seoul).
Finally, some readers may have been left with the impression
that I think that no-one has been properly cataloguing Olympic
items. In fact, my concern centred on the plethora of unused
Olympic envelopes and stationery readily available after the
Winter and Summer Games. Some of these are used by former staff
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members to impress their friends, conduct non-Olympic business,
or even to pay personal bills. It would be all too easy for
collectors to mistake these for legitimate Olympic-related covers.
If these misleading items are identified, future collectors especially postal historians - could be saved much misery. The
presence of an Olympic related logo and genuine cancellation
does not always mean that the cover was officially used.
**********************************************************
SUPPORT YOUR SOCIETY!
Help yourself and help the Society by selling your unwanted
Olympic material through the Society's auction or packet. The
addresses will be found on the inside front cover. Unwanted books
and pamphlets are always needed by the Society's Librarian, Ken
Cook. Remember that you can borrow books from the library for
the cost of the postage.

************************************************************

WANTED !
Olympic Games Memorabilia
from any year, any country
PARTICIPANT MEDALLIONS, NOC PINS,
•
ri
fe MEDALS, OFFICIAL'S ATHLETE'S PRESS BADGES, TICKETS,

IP

PROGRAMMES, ETC.

ALAN POLSKA
13816 Bora Bora Way, Apt. 218A,
Venice, Ca 90292, USA
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SARAJEVO POSTAL STATIONERY
Ivan Libric.

In the latest Winternheimer 1984 Olympic catalogue, Volume II,
Postal Stationery and Olympic Airmails registered in Group A,
for the official stationery from Sarajevo '84, the one rare item
was considered to be an envelope with a flat rate franking a postal stationery envelope used by the Jugoslav Post Giro
office. After the Winternheimer catalogue was issued, I received
many questions from throughout the world about this one item.
What kind of envelope is this? Do several types exist? What does
the text mean? etc. etc. After some research, I can give some
new answers to all Olympic collectors.
The described postal stationery envelope was used exclusively
by the Postal Savings Bank at their central office in Belgrade
for notification of the 1983 annual interest. Why should this
item be so rare? Two main reasons. Only members of the Postal
Savings Bank received this envelope and 99% of the mail ended
up in the waste paper basket.
The envelopes were produced and printed by the AERO factory in
Celje on continuous computer paper with perforations on both
sides. The original computer paper was
42cm wide and it was
cut in half after it had been printed by the computer. There are
two different types of envelope, depending whether they were
taken from the left side of the printed sheet (Type 1), or from
the right side, (Type 2). Each envelope has a printed text,
address line, the mascot "Vucko" from the Sarajevo Winter Olympic
Games and a diagram giving the instructions for opening the
envelope on the side.
In the left upper corner is the logo and title of the Postal
Savings Bank POSTANSKA STEDIONICA, in Latin or Cyrillic script
and in the languages for Jugoslavia, Croatia, Macedonia, Slovenia
and Serbia. The right upper corner has two lines of text:
POSTARINA PLACENA / KOD POSTE 11102 BEOGRAD (POSTAGE PAID / AT
POST OFFICE 11102 BEOGRAD)
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POSTANSKA STEDIONICA — flOWTEHCKA UlTEILTAHHU,
P00100 HRANILNICA — TIOLLITAFICKA WTE,C0101/HLIA
11001 0000(.7. Vesine 0, 13

2

POSTARINA PLACENA
KOD POSTE 11102 BEOGRAD

w
aere4Celje &pedalo' dobavltelj ZOI Sarajevo 1984

TYPE 1

*ti

1191.

IMPORTANT! ILLUSTRATIONS REDUCED VERTICALLY.

POSTARINA PLACENA
KOD POSTE 11102 BEOGRAD

POSTANSKA STEDIONICA — nourrorcenuiTEANNIMA
'
POSTNA HRANILNICA — noturAHCHA LL(TEAMOKILIA
11001 Beograd, V.I. Sr. 13

/.
•

owe 0-if114-10

9
/ aerov'Celje speclalnl dobavItell ZOI Sarajevo 1984 .73

TYPE 2
In the bottom left corner of the envelopes is a very small order
form product sign: "Aero 82 - 1272 - 7 8311 . In the bottom right
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corner is a text between the trade mark of the Aero factory in
Celje, which manufactured this envelope paper, and the official
logo of the Sarajevo Olympic Games. The text reads "specialni
dobavitelj ZOI Sarajevo 1984", (special supplier for the Winter)
0(lympic) G(ames) 1984.) Once opened, the perforated sealing
strip has been removed. If you do not have a complete envelope,
there are two main obvious differences in the horizontal address
line. Type 1 has the right side end of the address line just
below the letter "D" in BEOGRAD and just above the number "8"
in 1984 is where the address lines finishes.Also", the order form
number at the bottom left ends just at the tip of the left shoe
of the mascot.

ISPOENS

POWSMO.STMOWA-TOWTMONSEPOPMEY.
MOSIWWMPEACA.M.SPO.W.P.E.
OSA Poops& Trine P. IT

06 — 249973

POSTE MCP 11E00.0

SIMAC B3P1S
U1V&41,DUJI.,1■A 11'

41 100 2AGREe

acbre"Cole sovolelnl 0o0e0101 ZOI Saraieve 1644

Type 1

mfr.., Irma.. - mum... um...1./...
pew.... - rot.u.........■

03 000.

coo POSTE MOS SEOOPPQ

Tr

t OM Pos.... sore Is IS

40 — G272!!

BETAS MAR1JA

IUMASIC.CVA C

41000 ZAGREB

y
Et:

ro.Colie

occavney ZCI 5,1,6.01984

X 55

E■■•■11.

Type 2.
In the Type 2 envelope, the address line reaches almost to the
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perforations at the right side and the order form numbers finish
by the mascot Vucko's tail.
The differences in the two types of envelope should be clear
from the two illustrations, though remember that all the illustrations have been reduced, and the larger ones have been reduced
vertically to get both sides on to the page.

I hope that this information will help all Olympic collectors
with the writing up of their own collections.
****
*********************************************************
Please mention TORCH BEARER when replying to advertisers! This
is the only way they know that advertising pays.
****************************************************************

SPECIAL OFFER

OLYMPIC GAMES

Lei

OLYMPIC-STAMPS AND BLOCS MIN.SHEETS
FROM 1900-1000 FROM THE WHOLE WORLD
IN ONE SUPER-LOT. ALL STAMPS AND SHEETS
ARE MINT WITHOUT HINGE
CATALOG-VALUE MICHEL MORE THAN DM BOO.
ONLY

SPECIAL OFFER

FOOTBALL
WORLD
CUP

FOOTBALL -WORLD -CUP STAMPS AND BLOCS.

COMPLETE SETS
FOR NET PRICE ONLY DM

115.-

MINIATURE SHEETS FROM

1966-1982

FROM

THE WHOLE WORLD IN ONE SUPER-LOT. ALL
STAMPS AND SHEETS ARE MINT WITHOUT ANY
HINGE IN LUXUS-OUALITY !!
CATALOG -VALUE MICHEL MORE THAN DM

600.-

ONLY IN
COMPLETE SETS 4C 111(

Heiko yolk
,

FOR NET PRICE DM

115.-

Olympia-Philatelle

Postfach 3447 • Erbacher StraBe 49 • D-6120 Michelstadt • Telefon 06061-4899
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POST OF THE I.O.C.
Vsevolod Foorman.
The International Olympic Committee will soon celebrate its 95th
.Birthday. There are still some philatelic peculiarities which
have not yet, until now, been investigated. This author is making
perhaps the first attempt in this direction, without pretending
that it is either comprehensive or complete.
When reflecting on the mailing done by the I.O.C., it seems logical to start by paying attention to the dynamic growth of the
Olympic family members, since this fact essentially affects the
volume of the correspondence. Thus, in 1914, there were twenty
members, in the 1950's there were sixty one, in 1971 one hundred
and twenty six, and nowadays, one hundred and sixty seven. The
time intervals have been chosen intentionally, since one can
consider them as making up the various stages of the I.O.C.'s
"mailing image."
It is known that Baron Pierre de Coubertin laid great stress on
the need to popularise Olympic activity and the work of the I.O.C.
As one of the components of this popularisation programme, he
selected open mailing. By using the emissions of the Universal
Postal Union for official and private print, as well as on postcards, de Coubertin was able to send information about the main
actions of the I.O.C.
The two cards illustrated make this point. They both have additional text, the one carrying information about the forthcoming
Olympic Congress in Lausanne in May 1913. It has the vignette
in the top left hand corner, "MENS FERVIDA IN CORPORE LAGERTOSO"
and the date, MCMXIII. This is a paraphrase of the well-known
line from the tenth satire of Juvenalis: MENS SANA IN CORPORE
SANO. The other card has a whole data bank of information about
the place and date of the declaration about the revival of the
Olympic Games, lists of Congresses and Olympiads and information
about the I.O.C. official gazette, "Revue Olympique". (Incidentally, this has been a magazine since 1967.)
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Both the above postcards were written by Pierre de Coubertin and
mailed by him.
Later, for many years after the introduction of the Olympic symbol of the five interlinked rings, illustrated covers were used
by the I.O.C..
By the early 1970's, the volume Of I.O.C. correspondence had
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become so extensive that it was necessary to improve the system
of mailing; it was time to use a postage meter cancellation. In
the spring of 1972 the first franking machine, numbered 11416
was installed at the I.O.C. headquarters. At first, it marked
only the value of postage on the covers, (so-called machine postmark cancellation) and the covers were then sent to the Lausanne
1 post office, where the date marking was added.
The machine postmark cancellation had the following size:
3.15 x 28.00mm, the width of the top "slat" was the country name
was 7.00mm and the height of the letter "P" was 6.5 x 5.00mm.
In April/May 1976 the postmark section of the cancellation was
modified and its size became 32.00 x 24.00mm, the width of the
top "slat" was decreased (4.9mm) and the size of the letter "P"
became 6.00 x 4.5mm.
.r,;?FiElVETIA
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It was not long before the I.O.C. obtained the authority to also
print their own date marking. It was a round circular date stamp
(27.5mm in diameter) with two segments. Above was the post index
and its number„ "1000 Lausanne - 3", beneath this was the name
of the street and its location - de Cours. This post office was
much nearer to the I.O.C. headquarters. Later still, the postage
meter cancellation had an additional slug which showed the
Olympic emblem. This entered the classification as Type 1.
HELVETIA,

p

r3
1976

p

XX I.
0 ',nip; adp

0090

P

11416

In April/May 1976 the slogan was changed for a short period
with another that advertised the Olympic Games of Innsbruck and
Montreal. In July and August of the same year, the slogan was
changed again which only commemorated the XX1 Games in Montreal.
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In May?June 1982 there was a change in the style of the date
stamp. It became a double ring cancellation with a diameter of
24.00mm with a reduction in the size of the print. This change
formed the third type of I.O.C. postage meter cancellations.
The advertising slogans also began to change rather more often.
Neatly done, with many symbols and commemorative texts, they
expressively informed about the events in Lausanne and the International Olympic Movement. The list below gives the slogans
used from the beginning until 1 January 1986.
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No.

Text of the slogan

1

CITIUS ALTIUS FORTIUS

Period of use
1974 - 76

2

1976 - 82

3

from June 1982

Type of
cancel
I
II
III

4

1976/XXI/Olympiade

1976

I

5

17.7/1.8/MONTREAL 1976

1976

II

6

XXII Olympiade/LAKE PLACID/
MOSCOU

1980

II

7

11-eme CONGRESS OLYMPIQUE/
Baden/Baden/1981

1980 - 81

II

8

23 juin 1894/Creation du
C.I.O./23 juin 1982/Ouverture
du/MUSEE OLYMPIQUE

1982

9

23 juin 1894/ Creation du C.I.O./
7 decembre 1982/ Creation de
la/ F.I.P.O.
1982 - 83
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III

III

No.

Text of slogan

Period of use

Type of
cancel

10

2eme/Semaine Olympique
Lausanne/14-17 fevrier 1983

1982 - 83

III

11

31 mai- 2 juin 1983/C.I.0.-F.I.
LAUSANNE

1983

III

12

23 juin 1894/Creation du/
C.I.O.

1983

13

14es JEUX/D'HIVER/SARAJEVO/1984

1984

III

14

SARAJEVO 1984 LOS ANGELES

1984

111

15

23 JUIN 1894/90e ANNIVERSAIRE/
C.I.O./23 JUIN 1984

1984

III

16

JEUX DE LA XXIII OLYMPIADE/LOS
ANGELES 1984

1984-

III

17

LAUSANNE 23-26 NOV.1984/SISMO 84

1984

III

18

OLYMPHILEX'85/EXPOSITION/INTERNATIONALE/DE PHILATELIE/OLYMPIQUE/
LAUSANNE/PALAIS DE BEAULIEU/
1985
18-24 MARS

III

19

REUNION DE LA/COMMISSION/EXECUTIVE
DU C.I.O./LAUSANNE 5-6 DECEMBRE
1985
1985

III

20

C.I.O.F.I.P.O./"PRIX OLYMPIA"!
LE PLUS BEAU TIMBRE POSTE/
DES JEUX OLYMPIQUES 1984

1986

III

21

SAMEDI LE 3 MAI 1986?LES 20km/
DE LAUSANNE

1986

III

22

5e SEMAINE/OLYMPIQUE DU/29 SEPTEMBRE AU/5 OCTOBRE 1986/LAUSANNE
MANIFESTATIONS ET DEMONSTRATIONS
SPORTIVES, EXPOSITION, CONCERT

1986

III

23

91e SESSION/DU COMITE/INTERNATIONAL/OLYMPIQUE/LAUSANNE, 12-18
OCTOBRE 1986

1986

III

24

EXPOSITION MONDIALE/DE PHILATELIE
OLYMPIQUE/ROMA 29 VIII-9.IX 1987 1987

III

The slogans do not always appear in the correct chronology of
events. Sometimes they were used after the events they publicise had finished, at other times they are used in tandem with
other slogans. However, the majority of the franco-cancellations
of the I.O.C. headquarters need no interpretation or comments.
Some of them do need an explanation. Firstly, the cancellations
used to commemorate "the Olympic Weeks". This is a relatively
new I.O.C. innovation which is held annually in Lausanne for the
general public. The programme for these "weeks" contain lectures,
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expositions, demonstration films on sports, meeting famous sportsmen and leaders of various sporting organisations, concerts and
similar activities.

5'SEMAINE
CLYMPIQUE DU
29 SEPTEMBRE AU
50CTOBRE W86
LAUSANNE

7 I
0035

TA7IONS CT DEN.ONSMATIONS
MANiFf,
SPOPMVES, EXPOSRION. CO.KFZT

It is worth mentioning a cancellation commemorating the international symposium "Sport - Mass Information, Media - Olympism.
(SISMO)This was the discussion of technical, financial and legal
aspects concerning the Olympic Games by the presi, radio and
television, and lasted for four days. The slogan in the cancellation shows a stylised image of a television screen.

0090

Mr. Henrikas YUSHKEVITSHUS
Comite Olympique d'U.R.S.S.
Loujnetzkawa Nab. 8
MOSCOW / U.R.S.S.
• '075 CH-1001 Lausanne

This choice of logo was by design, not accident. The Olympic
Movement is aware of the impact that television has on the Olympic
Games and the ever-growing commercialism of TV broadcasting.
It is sufficient to compare some'figures to see how the price has
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increased in the "Olympic TV Market". CBS paid $1.2 million for
transmitting the Games from Rome in 1960, the ABC Corporation
paid $18.3 million for the Munich Games twelve years later, and
the same corporation inflated prices still further to $407 million
for the right to transmit the Games from Seoul. The symposium
in Lausanne rejected the "policy of dictation" by television,
which they felt exerted a negative influence and could be harmful to the moral principles of amateur sport.
It is interesting to note a cancellation publicising a half marathon race (20 kilometres via Lausanne), which was sponsored by
the I.O.C.. Everyone could participate in the race, both professional as well as amateur athletes, providing that they had
reached the age of seventeen. There were separate races for men
and women, as well as a mixed race. The start was from Pierre
de Coubertin Avenue and the finish line was in the stadium of
the same name. The route passed through the picturesque streets
of the city, the quay and the nearby territory which belongs to
the I.O.C.. School children, from 7 to 16 years old, could also
take part in the race, which was divided by age into eight categories, theshortest distance being 4 kilometres.
However, let us continue to investigate the I.O.C, mailing. For
discussion on the meter cancellations to be completed, it is
necessary to consider two sub-divisions of the International
Olympic Committee who send their correspondence independently;
namely the group, Olympic Solidarity and the Olympic Museum.
Both services relate by territory to the post office Lausanne I.
Here, the same process for franking letters was encountered as
that of the I.O.C. headquarters; ie. at first only the machine
postmark cancellation was used, then permission was asked to
apply the date stamp, and after some time, the slogans were
introduced. Olympic Solidarity has been using machine number
13900 since June 1983.
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C. I. O.
Solidarite Olympique
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Olympic Solidarity
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The situation at the Olympic Museum was more complicated. Since
September/October 1983, they have used the machine number 15333
(with only the stamp impression).The author has some covers
franked with this machine from October 1983 and November 1984.
Since the end of 1985, another machine came into use at the
museum which has the number 21811.
11-3HELVTIA•,

MUSEE

P 0250P
OIYHPIQUE

Apart from the general slogan illustrated above, the museum used
a slogan publicising the exposition of Olympic and sports stamps,
which was held by F.I.P.O. to find the most beautiful Olympic
stamps issued for either the winter or the summer Games of 1984.
The exhibition was opened on 14 April 1986 and was open for about
one month. Apart from the twelve stamps from seven countries
from which the final selection had to be made, a large volume
of philatelic material from previous Olympiads was on display.
EXPOSITION PHILATELIQUE

PRIX OLYMPIA

0035

MUSEE OLYMPIQUE
AVRIL.MAI 1900

Nowadays, the mass mailing of printed matter by both the I.O.C.
and F.I.P.O. is becoming an interesting subject for analysis.
The easiest way to get the postage due from the sender is by
means of the pre-printed cancellation.
The magazine OLYMPIC MESSAGE, issued since 1983, is sent from
Geneva in special envelopes with the title of the magazine,
the I.O.C. postal instructions and the pre-printed postage
printed on them in one colour. There are three different variations of this kind of cancellations, each of which appears in
several different colours.
Books, booklets and periodical items from F.I.P.O. are sent from
Lausanne. At first, they used hand and meter cancellations, but
since 1988 the I.O.C. has been using special labels with
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all the necessary postal markings, including pre-printed cancels,
for this purpose which have been prepared by a printing house.

1,i4e/MbN'
1.

000

IMPRIME
LIVRE
V(1) art. 51

PP
. 1000 Lausanne 1
Depot

Comite Internatona:
CH-1007 ,..a'.:sanne-SJissE

M. Vsevolod FOORMAN
Ckalova Str. 119/23
270020 ODESSA 20 / URSS

n
EAUSANNE

P. P.
1000 LAUSANNE I a*
envois en nombre

P. P.
1000 LAUSANNE 1 DEPOT
en

PP

lAr 1211 Geneve 9
PP
1211 Geneve 9
Non-postal markings, (let us call them requisite ones) are seldom
used, but they are sometimes used for the correspondence of the
I,O.C. headquarters and its services. They are designed primarily
for business, guarantee and bank items, but in some cases, when
the covers, postcards and parcels do not have any information
about the sender, for example, empty blank envelopes, these
cachets may be applied to give evidence that they emanate from
the I.O.C.. As for the requisite marks, the author knows of two
cachets belonging to the I.O.C. headquarters and one belonging
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to the Olympic Museum.
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*********************AAAA**********************************

ANY NEW & OLD TOPICAL ISSUES
NEW ISSUE SERVICE FOR ITALY, VATICAN, SAN MARINO, SOVEREIGN ORDER OF MALTA.
mint and used stamps - FCC's - Maximum cards Aerogrammes - special cancels,
in particular

jr"

OLYMPIC STAMPS & COVERS and ROME FOOTBALL

CHAMPIONSHIP 1990 EVERY WORLD FOOTRALI. STAMP AND CANCEL.
RESERVE NOW TN DUE TIME:

NEW ISSUE SERVICE FOR DEALERS
AT VERY COMPETITIVE PRICES, ALSO SPECIAL CANCELS (Minimum 10)

ESPANA 82 World Cup Football.
OLYMPICS SARAJEVO 84 with all special cancellations
OLYMPICS LOS ANGELES 84 with all special cancellations
and maximum cards

FOOTBALL MEXICO 86

with all special cancellations and maximum
cards. Also available, the BEAUTIFUL ALBUM to insert these issues.
OLYMPICS SEOUL 88 with special cancellations.
OLYMPICS CANADA 88 with special cancels.

[122CMIM [LL1,10 '

:

Via Galliera 23 - 40121 Bologna T. 051/232180 -237480

***************************************************************
SUPPORT YOUR SOCIETY!
Support your society by disposing of your unwanted Olympic material through the Society's auction or packet. Addresses of the
officers are on the inside front cover.
*******************************"********************************
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BARCELONA 1992
Bob Wilcock.
This summer I spent a very pleasant day during our family holiday in Spain and France. It was already nearly 90 F (32'C) at
10.30am when I met my correspondent and S.O.C. member, Manuel
Alealar Gavez outside the present Olympic office at the foot
of the Montjuic mountain.
He introduced me to the charming Senorita Noemi Ibanez, the
secretary to Senorita Montse Faus of the Image and Communication
Department. The heat prompted me to ask her why the Games were
planned fu late July and early August, rather than September
when the temperature is much more tolerable. The reason it
seems, is that the inhabitants of Barcelona leave the city in
their thousands in July and August, and the traffic becomes bearable. Add Olympic traffic to normal city traffic in September
and, despite a very good bus and metro system, the city will
grind to a halt. I pity the athletes, though, and the visitors
will not fare too well either, since they plan to accommodate
them on the Costa Brava at the height of the holiday season!
I pity the marathon runners most of all, for it is a long,
steep climb up to the Montjuic Olympic Stadium, some half a
mile from the Olympic office, and at present being remodelled
on a grand scale. Of the original 1929 stadium, only the outer ,
walls have been retained. It is due to be reopened for the 1989
IAAF championships, but there remains a tremendous amount of
work to be done.
We then continued by cable car to the summit of
Montjuic.
The views were spectacular and Manuel pointed out various Olympic facilities, including in the distance beyond the port, the
site of the Olympic Village, at present flat earth, and the
marina. The final decision has still to be taken whether the
yachting events will be held in Barcelona itself, or whether
some of them should be held off Palma in Mallorca.
Back in the Olympic office, Noemi Ibanez had shown us the new
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Olympic Organising Committee meter cancellation beiLg used to
was the original meter (18653)
frank COOB '92 correspondence.
with the candidature logo, but with the word CANDIDATURE removed.

E.F.,f5AffAT'

•,,
.,.,

UUCIDA

..'•4500.:1

2g

Ji 00. 1992

CORREOS I

Bob Wilcock
24, Hamilton Crescent
Brentwood,
Essex.
CM 14 5ES
ENGLAND
PARCILONA .91

OFICINA OLIMPICA
PONT MAGICA, S/N • 06004 BARCELONA

It was introduced in late July and has probably already been replaced by a new meter because the new COOB '92 logo is to be
brought into use officially after the closing ceremonies of the
Seoul Games. The candidature logo was a clever and attractive
adippation, but a new logo was needed that incorporates the
Olympic Rings.
N1411.4
00

The new logo
was unveiled
at Barcelona
Miro Foundation on 15
March. It was
designed by
Josep Maria
Trias. It has

1/14411MInik

Barcelona'92
00%0
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elements of the simplicity, boldness and vibrancy of Joan Miro.
Above the rings are a red line, a golden curve and a blue
splash, symbolic of Spain and the Mediterranean character. The
design is also very effective in white on a black ground.
COBY, the controversial avantgarde dog designed by Javier Mariscal, was also introduced to the public on 15 March. COBY and
the logo will be introduced to the philatelic world in October,
when the Spanish post office will issue two stamps. Full details
will appear in the next issue of TORCH BEARER. There will be
a first day postmark, but the Olympic philatelic exhibition and
handstamp planned to coincide with the issue have been cancelled.
Going back in time, the handstamp for Barcelona's 23rd Christmas and Youth Festival from 26 December to 5 January 1987 was
on an Olympic theme, two hands holding a torch and a text in
MATASELLOS ALEGORICOS
Matasellos conmemorativo del 23 Festival de Ia Infancia y Ia Juventud.
EXPOSICION JUVENII. DE FILATELIA.
"LA JOVENTUT AMB ELS JJ.00." —LA JUVENTUD CON I.OS
Barcelona, 26—XII-86 / 5-1-87,

Catalan, "Barcelona, the young people support the 1992 Olympic
Games". The handstamp for the 1984/5 22nd Festival had been in
support of Barcelona's candidature. (See illustration on next
page.)
The handstamp for the youth philatelic
exhibition on 15 July 1987, (coinciding
with the issue of the stamps marking the
selection of Barcelona) contains two
interesting errors. "Exhibicir printed

filatelica Juven4
Nos4iNkci6.

ARCI10024-92
15 JulIol 1287
BARCELONA

with the grave accent, when the correct
Catalan accent "Exhibici6". "Commemoratiu" is the masculine
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22' Festival de la Infancia
i de la Joventut
Vers els Jocs Olimpics
1992 Barcelona

26 Desembre - 5 Gener 1985

adjective, but the noun "Nominacio" is feminine, so the adjective should have read "commemorativa"
On 17 October 1987, the first'anniversary of Barcelona's nomination, special covers were prepared to record the award to Juan
Antonio Samaranch of the gold medal of the City of Barcelona.

ESPANA
-.1x:=Pars•-CANDIDATURA
11.00. 1992

n
j;•0 700

LLIURAMENT DE LA
MEDALLA D'OR
DE LA CIUTAT
A
JOAN ANTONI SAMARANCH
EN ELI ANIVERSARI
DE LA NOMINACIO
BARCELONA-92

There was no special cancellation, but covers were franked with
the candidature meter dated 17 October 1987 now fetch up to
£20.00 in Barcelona. It has also emerged that the I.O.C. were
still supplying copies of the meter for the 91st Session of the
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I.O.C., dated 17 October 1986, Decision Day, as lat.e as mid
1988. Copies with postal markings that indicate actual use on
the day should command a premium.
As well as the first day handstamp from Exfilna '87, for the
Torch Runner miniature sheet, and already reported in TORCH
BEARER, there was a handstamp in use throughout the period of
the exhibition. Instead of the date at the foot, it has the
exhibition dates "24 Octubre - 1 Noviembre 1987" around its
edge at the right. The miniature sheet can be found with one
or two closed perforation holes as the result of a short or
blunt perforation pin.
4
„vXMNAL .mD

24 OCT. 1987 0
141YA.'87•0,1

General cancel.

First Day Cancel

The actual torch run planned for 1992 will be a long, world-wide
event. It is proposed to fly the torch from Athens to every
former host city outside Europe, then by foot to every European
host. After Rome it will go to every Spanish province and major
city, including the Balearic Islands (Palma) and the Canary
Islands, before finally arriving in Barcelona for the opening
ceremony. COOB also plan a four year Olympic Festival. Originally, the Games were the start of an Olympiad, but in modern
times, they have come to mark the climax. From its introduction,
the Olympic Flag was retained by the host city until the start
of the next Games, when it was handed over to the hosts at the
opening ceremony. 1984 saw a change when, during the closing
ceremony, the flag was handed over to the Korean representatives
Politics were no doubt a factor at the time, but the change is
in keeping with the modern view. For the Barcelona Olympiad,
1989 has been designated as the year of Culture and Sport, 1990
the year of the Arts, 1991 the year of the Future and 1992 will
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be Olympic Year, with an Arts Festival, as well as the Games
themselves. Most events will be in Barcelona, but some will be
held in the Creek and Roman ruins at Empuries (in Rosas Bay,
beyond the Costa Brava, north of Barcelona).
To conclude our tour of Barcelona in August, Manuel and his
wife took us to a superb Catalan restaurant, and then to the
tourist heart of the city, the Ramblas. Sadly, the stamp shops
Were closed for August, but there were postcard sellers with
Olympic postcards and a detailed listing will appear in the next
issue of TORCH BEARER.
****************************************************************

LILLEHAMMER 1994
At a session of the International Olympic Committee, held in
Seoul before the opening of the Olympic Games on 17 September, the
main item on the agenda was to choose the host for the 1994 Winter
Olympic Games. Four towns were in contest, Lillehammer in Norway,
Ostersund in Sweden, Sofia in Bulgaria and Anchorage in Alaska.
After the first round of voting, Anchorage had 23 votes, Lillehammer 21, Ostersund 19 and Sofia 17, so Sofia dropped out. At
the second vote, Ostersund was top with 33 votes, Lillehammer
second with 30 votes, and Anchorage third with 22 votes. At the
third count, Lillehammer had 45 votes and Ostersund 39 votes.
The Norwegiandelegation was led by their Prime Minister, Gro
Harlem Brundtland, while that of Sweden was presented by King
Gustav himself.
It is a very long time since a Scandinavian country hosted the
Olympic Winter Games, not since 1952 in Oslo. In fact, this was
the only occasion that the Scandinavians have hosted the Winter
Games since their introduction in 1924. This is surprising,
considering that the Scandinavian countries are to the forefront
of winter sports, and are regular hosts for the World and
European winter championships. •
****************************************************************
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NEW ISSUES
- .4, •

Miniature Sheet

Olympic Games, Seoul.
45 c.

Kayak.

60 c.

Taekwon-do.

$1.00

High diving.

$3.00

Gymnastics.

14-4-1988

LIBERIA

14-03-1988

DOMINICA

Olympic Games, Seoul.
$3.00

28-12-1987

RUMANIA

Winter Olympic Games, Calgary.

Miniature Sheet
Football.
$5.00

50 b.

27-10-1987

BULGARIA

Winter Olympic Games, Calgary.
5 st.
13 st.

3.00 1.

Speed skating.
Figure skating.

4.00 1.

Downhill skiing.

Figure skating.

5.00 1.
Two man bobsleigh.
Miniature Sheet.

Miniature Sheet.

10.001.

Ice hockey.

7-4-1988
Olympic Games, Seoul.

Games, Calgary.
Matti Nykanen. Ski jump.

GUINEA

28 o.

Show jumping.

28 p.

Cycling.

KOREA SOUTH

50-12-1587

5-3-1988

Olympic Games, Seoul.

winter Olympic Gases, Calgary.
125 f.

Ski jump.

IRELAND

6-04-1968
Finnish Success at the Winter Olympic

GABON

Ice hockey.
Luge.

3.50 1.

Four man bobsleigh.

1.00 m.

Slalom.

1.50 1.
2.00 1.

Biathlon.

30 st.

FINLAND

Biathlon.

1.00 1.

Slalom.

42 st.
1.00 i.

Olympic Rings.

Skier.

80 + 20 w.

Yachting.

80 + 20 w.

Taekwon-do.

Miniature Sheet. * 2

2E-11-1987
Olympic Games, Seoul.- Tennis.

Each sheet holds one of the above

50 f, 100 f, 150 f. 200 f, 300 f, 500 f,

stamps * 2.

Miniature Sheet.
SOO f.

Tennis.

7-10-1967

MALAGASY

,Thspic

60 f.

2S-12-1967

GUINEA

150 f.

:1vmpic Games, Barcelona.
Discus, hospital.
50 t.
100 f.

Games, Barcelona.

Pole Vault, Statue.

Show jumping, 'Harlequin'.
Weightlifting, Cathedral.

250 f.

Hurdling, Fountain.

350 f.

High•jump, Park.

150 f.

Long jump, Lapyrinth.

400 f.

Gymnast, Church.

170 f.

Javelin, Lizard.

450 f.

Gymnast, Arch.

400 f.

Gymnast, Church.

500 f.

Tennis, Museum.

Miniature Sheet.
Runner. Tapestry.
600 f.

Miniature Sheet.
Cross country, Monument.
600 f.
15-2-1988

MONACO

Winter Olyapic Games, Calgary.
Miniature Sheet.
Cross country skiing.
4 f.

2-2-1967

KAMPUCHEA

Olympic Games, Seoul. (19881
Weightlifting.
20 c.
50 c.

Archery.

GO c.

Fencing.

6 f.

1.00 R.

Gymnastics.

1-3-1988
50th. Anniv. of Peruvian Participation

1.50 R.

Discus.

in the Olympic Eases, Berlin 1936.

2.00 R.

Javelin.
Hurdles.

3.00 R.

Miniature Sheet.
6.00 R.

PERU

Shading.

1.50

i.

ST. PIERRE k MIQUELON

Team, olympic rings.
5-3-1988

kinter Olympic Games, Calgary.

Wrestling.

5 F.
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Ice Hockey.

27-6-1988
Olympic Gases, Seoul.
5 c.
Sailing.
7 c.
Track event.
10 c.
Markmanship.
20 c.
Judo.

CYPRUS

GRENADA

13-4-1980
Olympic Games, Seoul / Disney.
Olympic Torch.
1 c.
Torch runners.
2 c.
Flag Parade.
3 c.
Releasing doves.
4 c.
'Flying".
5 c.
10 c.
Banner.
46.00
Korean fans.
Korean Post Office.
$7.00
Miniature Sheets.
(al
Opening ceremony.
05.00
(b)
$5.00
Closing ceremony.

CZECHOSLOVAKIA
1-2-1988
Olympic Games, Calgary/Seoul.
Ski jumo, ice hockey.
50 n.
Basketball, football.
1 Kcs.
Discus, weightlifting.
6 Kcs.
5-6-1908
Olympic Gases, Seoul.
Handball.
18 kr.

ICELAND

5-5-1988
bURKINO FASO
Olympic Games, Seoul.
Olymphilex emblem.
30 1.
Olympic torch.
160 f.
175 f.
Football.
Basketball.
235 f.
450 f.
Volleyball.
Miniature Sheet.
500 f.
1500m. race.
GREECE

6-5-1988
Olympic Games, Seoul / Athens.
4 Dr.
Ancient Olympia.
20 Dr.
Athletes.
1996 emblem - Athens.
70 Dr.
nO Dr.
Athletes.
Torch runner.
70 Dr.
Issueo as sheets of 20 stamps ,se-tenanci
an: as a anklet cane (se-tenant Imperf
:arc vice,

KEMP;

MALAWI

1-7-1988
Olympic Dames, Seoul.
1 sh.
Handball.
3 sh.
Judo.
5 sn.
Weightlifting.
7 sh.
javelin.
10 sh.
400e. relay.
Miniature Sheet.
30 sh.
lawn tennis.
- 5-1988
Olympic Games, Seoul.
15 t.
High jump.
35 t.
Javelin.
50 t.
Tennis.
2 K.
Shot put.

GRENADA GRENADINE; 13-4-1988
Olympic Games. Seoul / Disney.
Rhythmics.
1 c.
Pankration.
2 c.
Synchronised swimming.
3 c.
4 c.
Hoplite race.
Baseball.
5 c.
Horse racing.
10 c.
Windsurfing.
$6.00
$7.00
Chariot race.
Miniature Sheets.
(a)
$5.00
Tennis.
Pentathlon.
ial
$5.00
6itNNA LEONE 10-8-1987
Replaces reported issue P208 V iv
Giympic Games, Seoul.
5 i.
10 1.
Eauestrian.
Athletics.
45 1.
50 1.
Tenris
Miniature Sheet.
:mold Meaal.
I50 1.
CONGO

4-11-1907
50th. Death Anniv. of Pierre de
Zaubercin.
75 f.
Coubertin and Greece Id. 1696.
120 f.
Runners and France 10c. 1924.
350 f.
Cont
r 100f. 1964 and hurdler.
600 f.
Congo 85f. via and jumper.

WEST GERMANY
18-2-1988
Sport Promotion Fund.
60 + 30pf. Football European Championships.
80 + 4Oof. Tennis (Olympic Games).
120 + 55pf. Diving (Olympic Games).
WEST BERLIN

18-2-1988
Sport Promotion Fund.
60 + 30of. Shooting Olympic Gases).
80 + 40pf. Pairs skating.
120 + 55of. Hammer throwing.
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KOREA SOUTH
24-2-1988
Presidential Inauguration.
80 m.
President, Olympic Stadium.
YUGOSLAVIA

YUGOSLAVIA

MOZAMBIDUE

BARBADOS

THE GAMBIA

JAMAICA

23-2-1988
Winter Olympic Games, Calgary.
350 d.
Skier.
1200 d.
Ice Hockey.
Each value printed in sheetiets of eight
stamps and one central label.
21-3-1983
Olympic Games, Seoul.
106 d.
Basketball.
450 d.
High jump.
500 d.
Gymnastics.
1200 d.
Boxing.
Miniature Sheet.
1500 d.
Korean iancscape.
Each value orinted in sheeilets of eight
stamps and one central label.

:5-5-1987
Olympic Gales, .Seoul.
Football.
12.5 mt.
Runner.
25.0 mt.
Volleyball.
50.0 et,
Chess.
75.0 mt.
Basketball.
100 mt.
Swimming.
200 mt.
2-8-1988
Olympic Games, Seoul.
Cycling.
25 c.
Track and Field.
45 c.
Swimming.
75 c.
$2.00
Yachting.
Miniature Sheet.
25, 45, 75c, $2. as set.
3-5-1988
Olympic Games, Seoul.
1.00 D.
Archer.
1.25 D.
Boxers.
5.00 D.
Gymnast.
10.00 D.
100m. sprint.
-7-1988
Olympic Games, Seoul.
25 c.
Boxing.
45 c.
Cycling.
$4.00
Runners.
$5.00
Hurdles.

SOLOMON ISLANDS
5-8-1988
Olympic Games, Seoul.
Archery.
22 c.
55 c.
Weightlifting.
70 c.
Athletics.
80 c.
Boxing.
Miniature Sheet.
$2.00
The Olympic Stadium.
BOLIVIA

16-12-1987
Olympic Games, Seoul.
Miniature Sheet,
.50 b.
fsold at 2.00 to.l
Simon Bolivar bicentennial issue.
Sheet depicts dressage scene
from Tokyo 1964.

KAMPUCHEA

2-2-1988
Olympic Games, Seoul.
.20 R.
Gymnastics,
.50 R.
Gymnastics,
.90 R.
Gymnastics,
1.00 R.
Gymnastics,
1.50 R.
Gymnastics,
2.00 R.
Gymnastics,
3.00 R.
Gymnastics,

beam.
bars.
ribbon.
nopp,
clubs.
oall.
floor.

NIUE

20-10-1907
Pre-Olympic 'Tear, Seoul 1198881.
85 c.
$1.05.
Designs depict
$1,30.
Steffi Graf.
11.75.

ANTIGUA

-6-1988
Olympic Games, Seoul.
40 c.
Gymnastics.
60 c.
Weightlifting.
$1.00.
Water polo.
$3.00.
Boxing.
Miniature Sheet.
$5.00.
Tennis.

AUSTRALIA

14-9-1988
Olympic Games, Seoul.
37 c.
Basketball.
65 c.
Athletics.
$1.00.
Gymnastics.

CHILE

18-3-1980
Olympic Games, Seoul.
50 P.
Field events.
100 P.
Swimming, cycling,running.
Miniature Sheet.
50, 100 P.
As set.
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MOZAMBIQUE

10-2-1989
Olympic Games, Seoul.
10 at.
Javelin.
20 mt.
Handball.
40 mt.
Boxing.
80 at.
Hockey.
100 mt.
Gymnastics.

PARAGUAY

7-3-1988
Olympic Games, Seoul - Equestrian.
1 Gs.
Dr. Joseph Necerkmann.
2 es.
Henri Chamberlin.
3 Gs.
Christian Stueckelberger.
5 Gs.
Liselott Linsenhoff.
60 Gs.
Hans Guenter Winkler.

RUMANIA

28-6-1988
Olympic Games, Seoul.
50 b.
Gymnastics.
1.50 L.
Boxing.
2.00 L.
Tennis.
3.00 L.
Wrestling.
4.00 L.
Running.
5.00 L.
Canoeing.
Miniature Sheet.
10.00 L.
Swimming.

SURINAM

4-5-1988
Olympic Games, Seoul.
90 c.
Relay race.
110 c.
Football.
120 c.
Pole vault.
250 c.
Tennis.
Miniature Sheet.
90, 110. 120 c. Designs as stamps.

RUSSIA

12-5-1988
Winter Olympic Games. Medallists.
Miniature Sheet.
50 k.
Overprint on Calgary issue
with deta Is o' soviet
medallists.

UGANDA

- 5-1988
Olympic Gates, Seoul.
5 s.
Hurdles.
25 s.
High jump.
35 s.
Javelin.
45 s.
Long jump.

MALI

14-3-1988
Olympic Games,- Seoul.
Pierre de Coubertin.
240 f.
Seoul stadium.
400 f.

DJIBOUTI

15-6-1988
Olympic Games, Seoul.
Stadium, runners.
105 Fr.

SPAIN

15-2-1988
Winter Olympic Games, Calgary.
Speed skating.
45 p.

OLYMPIC GAMES 1988

Illustrations by courtesy of CAPHCO.
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ANNOUNCING
our
1988 Schedule of Catalogues and Auctions

CATALOG 7 - June 15-20, 1988. Telephone and mail auction deadline is July 1, 1988.
This major sale coincides with the celebration of the US Olympic
Academy XII, at the Pennsylvania State University, University Park, PA.
Consignments accepted until May 2, 1988.
Catalog 8 - December 5, 1988. Telephone and mail auction deadline is December 19,
1988. This sale follows the celebration of the Seoul Olympic Games.
Consignments accepted until October 27, 1988.

Tel:

(814) 237-S231 (answering machine for messages)
(814) 237-8332 (no answering machine; overseas calls)

We buy, sell and accept consignments of Olympic Games collectables, such as:
-

Official Reports
Daily Programs
Rules, Regulations
Bulletins
Results, Guidebooks
Documents, Letters
IOC and NOC Publications
Books, Biographies of Olympians
Periodicals, Magazines
- Illustrated Postcards

Winner's Medals
- Participant's Medallions
- Diplomas
Official's Badges
- Pins
Original Posters
- Artwork
- Torches
- Collectables
- Graphics

Also of Interest, Books and Graphics on:
- History of Sport and Physical Education
Olympic Sports; Wrestling, Gymnastics, Boxing, Fencing....
- Track and Field (Athletics)
Ancient Olympic Games, Pythian Games, Nemean Games, Isthmian Games
- Sport in Ancient and Medieval Society
Expositions; Paris 1900, St. Louis 1904
Sport in Art, including medallic arts & philately
Subscription to Catalogs cost 85.00 (10 DM)GE3.00) PLUS POSTAGE. Write for our
subscription form and postal fee schedule. We charge only 10% to seller for
commissioned items, write for details and forms.

THE ATIC
STAI, AUCTIO
1:ol low ing on the
success of our S

COUT
MAIL AUCTIONS
comes our first
(Yeneral

THEMATIC
`POSTAL AUCTION

The Catalogue will be published in November, send now for your FREE COP'

* ANIMALS * BIRDS * ESPERANTO *
of the subjects *
* FLOWERS * Some incuded
TRANSPORT
l
* PAINTINGS * OLYMPICS * SPORT *

SEE YOU THERE!
During 1988 we shall take part in the following Fairs and Exhibitions.
We will have our THEMATIC STAMP and COVER Stock with us
we look forward to seeing you at:

27th Sep — 2nd Oct "STAMPEX" 16th — 19th Nov "SHOWPEX"
Horticultural Halls, London.

Connaught Rooms, London.

1st — 3rd Dec "SHOWPIECE"
Wigan Pier, Lancashire.

HEALEY & WISE

P.O. BOX 7, TADWORTH, SURREY KT20 7QA
Telephone: 0737 812455
Stamp Dealers Since 1885

Member Philatelic Traders Societ

